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As many team members as possible must be in every picture or video you take, proving                                                 

you found the item/place or did the activity. Be hilarious in your poses and facial expressions…props are encouraged!   

 

Photos: 

   Find a treasure map then find a treasure chest. = 15 points.  

Earn 10 points for each additional treasure chest you find. Take a 

picture with each of your treasures! 

   Find six ears of singing corn. Take a picture like you’re all singing 
opera. = 25 points 

   Take a picture with the farm family cut-out. = 25 points 

   Find a pig in overalls. Take a picture chewing on a piece of straw.           

= 25 points 

   Extra points for every real tractor you can find (including the pink 

one). Do a unique pose by each! = 25 points per tractor 

   Find the pink tractor. Take a picture showing how you’re all 
heading out to work on the farm. = 35 points 

   Choose two team members to be “American Gothic.” Use props 
if you can’t find the cut out. Take a picture. = 40 points 

   Find a pirate’s tongue. Take a picture with everyone sticking out 

their tongues. = 40 points 

   Find a pumpkin moon and take a picture of the team howling at 

the moon. = 40 points 

   What do you call a fancy party for rabbits? Take a picture acting 

out the answer. = 50 points 



   Find Spooky Mickey. Take a picture showing how terrified you are.            

= 50 points 

   Find a vintage fan. Take a picture of everyone cooling off.  = 50 

points 

   Find “Ima Whiner.” Take a picture with her showing how mournful 

you all are. = 50 points 

   Brew a team member in the witch’s caldron. Take a picture of 

everyone laughing. = 50 points 

   Take a team picture at the Giant Rocking Chair. = 75 points 

   Who is the “Horse Thief Shot Dead?” Choose a team member to 

be it, then take a picture while everyone else either laughs or cries. 

= 80 points 

   Re-enact a scene from the Spook Shed. Take a picture. = 100 

points 

  Build a Lincoln Log House. Take a picture with as many team 

member standing in it as you can. = 100 points 
 

 

Videos:  

  Play another Scavenger Hunt team in Barnyard Football. Winner gets the 

most footballs through the holes in 30 seconds. All team members can play 

at once. Video the contest. Winning team = 100 points 

  Find “Henna Montana” and film your team doing the chicken dance for 

her. = 110 points 

  Play another Scavenger Hunt team in a game of giant Tic-Tac-Toe with. 

Video the game, ending with the winners rejoicing, and the losers acting 

sorrowful. = 120 points 

  Record a song on the Henway Piano = 120 points 

  Blindfold a willing teammate and lead them by voice through the corn 

maze. Video at least 1 minute of it!  = 150 points 


